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Dancing Carl, Gary Paulsen's first novel, was a ALA Best
Book for Young Adults and a Notable Children's Trade
Book for the Language Arts. In the winter, life in
McKinley, Minnesota, revolves around the rinks, where
kids play hockey and grown-ups skate to scratchy
phonograph records. Then, the year Marsh and his best
friend, Willy, are twelve, Carl appears at the rink, wearing
a battered, old leather flight jacket and doing a strange
dance that is both beautiful and disturbing to watch. It is
Marsh and Willy who discover the terrible secret behind
Carl's dance, a secret that threatens to destroy him. But
a small miracle occurs, and Carl's dance becomes a
fragile and tentative expression of hope and the healing
power of love.
This fast-paced action novel is set in a future where the
world has been almost destroyed. Like the awardwinning novel Freak the Mighty, this is Philbrick at his
very best.It's the story of an epileptic teenager
nicknamed Spaz, who begins the heroic fight to bring
human intelligence back to the planet. In a world where
most people are plugged into brain-drain entertainment
systems, Spaz is the rare human being who can see life
as it really is. When he meets an old man called Ryter,
he begins to learn about Earth and its past. With Ryter
as his companion, Spaz sets off an unlikely quest to
save his dying sister -- and in the process, perhaps the
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world.
HIDING PHIL, the hilarious story about three siblings and
their mission to hide a beloved elephant named Phil, will
have readers rolling on the floor with laughter!
Longlisted for the National Book Award The Newbery
Honor–winning author of Hatchet and Dogsong shares
surprising true stories about his relationship with
animals, highlighting their compassion, intellect, intuition,
and sense of adventure. Gary Paulsen is an adventurer
who competed in two Iditarods, survived the Minnesota
wilderness, and climbed the Bighorns. None of this
would have been possible without his truest companion:
his animals. Sled dogs rescued him in Alaska, a
sickened poodle guarded his well-being, and a horse led
him across a desert. Through his interactions with dogs,
horses, birds, and more, Gary has been struck with the
belief that animals know more than we may fathom. His
understanding and admiration of animals is well known,
and in This Side of Wild, which has taken a lifetime to
write, he proves the ways in which they have taught him
to be a better person.
A teacher presents a lesson, and at the end asks
students if they understand the material. The students
nod and say they get it. Later, the teacher is dismayed
when many of the students fail a test on the material.
Why aren’t students getting it? And, just as important,
why didn’t the teacher recognize the problem? In
Checking for Understanding, Douglas Fisher and Nancy
Frey show how to increase students’ understanding with
the help of creative formative assessments. When used
regularly, formative assessments enable every teacher
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to determine what students know and what they still
need to learn. Fisher and Frey explore a variety of
engaging activities that check for and increase
understanding, including interactive writing, portfolios,
multimedia presentations, audience response systems,
and much more. This new 2nd edition of Checking for
Understanding has been updated to reflect the latest
thinking in formative assessment and to show how the
concepts apply in the context of Fisher and Frey’s work
on gradual release of responsibility, guided instruction,
formative assessment systems, data analysis, and
quality instruction. Douglas Fisher and Nancy Frey are
the creators of the Framework for Intentional and
Targeted (FIT) Teaching™. They are also the authors of
numerous ASCD books, including The Formative
Assessment Action Plan: Practical Steps to More
Successful Teaching and Learning and the best-selling
Enhancing RTI: How to Ensure Success with Effective
Classroom Instruction and Intervention.
In the Colorado mountain town of Steamboat Springs
there must be three hundred dogs. Jack's malamute,
McKinley, is the leader of them all. But Jack, being
human, has no way of knowing that. For him, his family's
dog is just a great pal. And protector. Jack cannot know
that Redburn, a "leash-licking" Irish setter, is McKinley's
rival for the job of head dog. The boy cannot know, with
the sudden hillside appearance of a she-wolf, Lupin, that
not only McKinley's job -- but his life -- is in danger.
Lupin's message: Dogs free yourselves from mankind.
Come join us, we who need you to replenish our
diminishing wolf pack in the wild. But imagine how a
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good dog, loyal to his human pup, would hear Lupin's
call! McKinley's thrilling story tells itself, as first he and
the boy together encounter Lupin in a canyon perfect for
an old-time ambush, and later as they try to save her
from both Redburn and a neighbor, a vicious man armed
with a gun and a grudge. No one -- not even McKinley -can foresee the end.
Jump into artist George Rodrigue's multicolored world
and find out why Blue Dog is blue. Watch blue dog
change from mustard yellow to cherry red to moss green
and beyond.
Why do testicles hang the way they do? Is there an
adaptive function to the female orgasm? What does it
feel like to want to kill yourself? Does "free will" really
exist? And why is the penis shaped like that anyway? In
Why Is the Penis Shaped Like That?, the research
psychologist and award-winning columnist Jesse Bering
features more than thirty of his most popular essays from
Scientific American and Slate, as well as two new
pieces, that take readers on a bold and captivating
journey through some of the most taboo issues related to
evolution and human behavior. Exploring the history of
cannibalism, the neurology of people who are sexually
attracted to animals, the evolution of human body fluids,
the science of homosexuality, and serious questions
about life and death, Bering astutely covers a generous
expanse of our kaleidoscope of quirks and origins. With
his characteristic irreverence and trademark cheekiness,
Bering leaves no topic unturned or curiosity unexamined,
and he does it all with an audaciously original voice.
Whether you're interested in the psychological history
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behind the many facets of sexual desire or the
evolutionary patterns that have dictated our current
mystique and phallic physique, Why Is the Penis Shaped
Like That? is bound to create lively discussion and
debate for years to come.

From beloved author Lois Duncan comes the sequel
to HOTEL FOR DOGS -- a brand-new adventure
with Andi, her brother Bruce, and their canine
companions! Now that Andi is no longer running a
hotel for dogs, she decides to start a new project -- a
newspaper for dogs! With her brother Bruce and a
few friends, the kids make a hit out of their paper.
But they also attract the attention of some
mysterious dognappers. Can the kids find the
criminals and bring their dogs safely home?
Survival in the wilderness--Gary Paulsen writes
about it so powerfully in his novels Hatchet and The
River because he's lived it. These essays recount his
adventures alone and with friends, along the rivers
and in the woods of northern Minnesota. There,
fishing and hunting are serious business, requiring
skill, secrets, and inspiration. Luck, too--not every
big one gets away. This book takes readers through
the seasons, from the incredible taste of a spring fish
fresh from the smokehouse, to the first sight of the
first deer, to the peace of the winter days spent
dreaming by the stove in a fishhouse on the ice. In
Paulsen's north country, every expedition is a major
one, and often hilarious. Once again Gary Paulsen
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demonstrates why he is one of America's most
beloved writers, for he shows us fishing and hunting
as pleasure, as art, as companionship, and as
sources of life's deepest lessons.
In SHIVER, Grace and Sam found each other. Now,
in LINGER, they must fight to be together. For
Grace, this means defying her parents and keeping
dangerous secrets. For Sam, it means grappling with
his werewolf past ... and figuring out a way to survive
the future. But just when they manage to find
happiness, Grace finds herself changing in ways she
could never have expected...
Minnesota author and dog musher Gary Paulsen
reflects on the growth of his sled dogs as he and his
animals discover the world around them.
This nonfiction book has been faithfully adapted for
young readers from the #1 New York Times
bestselling memoir Marley & Me by John Grogan!
Marley, a lovable Labrador retriever, is always
getting himself into trouble. Some may say he is the
world's worst dog. But those who know and love
Marley understand that nothing can stop his loyalty,
exuberance, and passion—not even the Grogans'
screen door! How this big, rambunctious dog
becomes the heart of the Grogan family is the story
of Marley.
Big Heart + Big Brain = Funny, Feel Good Fiction!
Wil?s sidearm throw can land a paper on your porch
from twenty yards out. But he doesn?t know if he?ll
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be able to put his unusual talent to use because the
big newspaper company has canceled delivery to
Wil?s small town. Well, that was the paper?s first
mistake. Underestimating Wil was the second. With
physics, his clueless brother, and a neighbor girl on
his side, Wil fights to save his route. Along the way
he just might unravel a carnival mystery, expose a
con artist, rescue his little town, and become a big
hero. Sue Corbett?s hilarious dialogue, nonstop
action, and one-of-a-kind family story herald a rising
star of middle-grade fiction.
Gary Paulsen has owned dozens of unforgettable
and amazing dogs, and here are his favorites--one to
a chapter. Among them are Snowball, the puppy he
owned as a boy in the Philippines; Ike, his
mysterious hunting companion; Electric Fred and his
best friend, Pig; Dirk, the grim protector; and Josh,
one of the remarkable border collies working on
Paulsen's ranch today. My Life in Dog Years is a
book for every dog lover and every Paulsen fan--a
perfect combination that shows vividly the joy and
wisdom that come from growing up with man's best
friend.
A thrilling survival story from Michael Northrop, the
acclaimed author of TRAPPED. He couldn't sleep.
That's how it all started. When Davey wakes, just as
the sun is rising, he can't wait to slip out of the
crammed hotel room he's sharing with his family.
Leave it to his parents and kid brother to waste an
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entire day of vacation sleeping in! Davey heads
straight for the beach, book and glasses in hand, not
bothering to leave a note. As the sparkling ocean
entices him, he decides to test the water, never mind
that "No Swimming" sign. But as the waves pull him
farther from shore, Davey finds himself surrounded
by water -- and something else, too. Something
circling below the surface, watching, waiting. It's just
a matter of time. Michael Northrop is the New York
Times bestselling author of TombQuest, an epic
book and game adventure series featuring the magic
of ancient Egypt. He is also the author of Trapped,
an Indie Next List Selection, and Plunked, a New
York Public Library best book of the year and an
NPR Backseat Book Club selection. An editor at
Sports Illustrated Kids for many years, he now writes
full-time from his home in New York City. Learn more
at www.michaelnorthrop.net.
NPR Best Books of the Year * Boston Globe Best Books of
the Year * School Library Journal Best Books of the Year *
Chicago Public Library Best Books of the Year A powerful
new book from Eric Gansworth, author of If I Ever Get Out of
Here, that speaks the truth on race, relationships, and rock
from two unforgettable perspectives.
A powerful ring. A dangerous web. When Maria inherits a
strange, spider-shaped ring from her grandmother, she
doesn't realize she's also inheriting a strange power -- the
power to control spiders and have them do whatever she
wants. This is a pretty cool thing when it comes to fetching
objects from another room . . . or if Maria wants to use the
spiders to get back at some mean kids in her class. But the
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power comes with a price. Maria has attracted the attention of
the Black Widow -- who is trying to collect all the spider magic
for herself. The Black Widow is not going to let anything stand
in her way -- especially not Maria. The story of the ring is
being woven like a web -- and Maria is going to have to do
everything she can to not get trapped within it.
Mary Tudor, who would reign briefly as Queen of England
during the mid sixteenth century, tells the story of her troubled
childhood as daughter of King Henry VIII. Reprint. 20,000 first
printing.
Opening this book is like sitting down in a canoe, taking up a
paddle, and gliding out into the summer beauty of a hidden
lake. In this picture book that is as refreshing and inviting as a
perfect canoe day, a fawn peeks out from the trees as
ducklings fan out behind their mother. Butterflies pause and
fish laze beneath the lily pads. Ruth Wright Paulsen’s sunlit
paintings and Gary Paulsen’s poetic text capture all the
peace and pleasure of a day when water and sky are one.
"Kayla must salvage her double Dutch dreams after her
parents' rocky relationship takes her away from Brooklyn and her beloved team - to spend the summer in North
Carolina"-Another such wave could easily be the end of us. I had to do
something, fix something, save the boat, save myself. But
what? Gary Paulsen takes readers along on his maiden
voyage, proving that ignorance can be bliss. Also really stupid
and incredibly dangerous. He tells of boats that have owned
him—good, bad, and beloved—and how they got him through
terrifying storms that he survived by sheer luck. His spare
prose conjures up shark surprises and killer waves as well as
moonlight on the sea, and makes readers feel what it’s like to
sail under the stars or to lie at anchor in a tropical lagoon
where dolphins leap, bathed in silver. Falling in love with the
ocean set Gary Paulsen on a lifelong learning curve and
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readers will understand why his passion has lasted to this
day.
When 12-year-old Cooper Vega moves for the third time in
five years, he receives a state-of-the-art smartphone to help
him stay in touch with old friends. He's had phones before,
but this one is buggy and unpredictable. When a boy named
Roderick Northrop communicates with him through the
phone, Cooper realizes the phone isn't buggy at all; the thing
is haunted!
Recounts the author's ambitious quest to run the Iditarod, an
1,180-mile trek of snow and deep cold, and his seventeenday journey with a team of dogs during which they endured
blinding wind, snowstorms, frostbite, moose attacks, and
hallucinations. Reprint.

Harold Schernoff, 14-year-old science whiz and social
nerd, has a theory for every problem, from dating, to
bullies, to making money, to sports, to how to buy a car
when you're underage. When he and his buddy team up
to put his theories to the test, nothing goes according to
plan. A ski lesson becomes: Mass x Acceleration x Slope
of hill = eeeAAGGHHH. As for first dates, only Harold
could mastermind such disaster. Only Harold could go
fishing and get caught by the fish. And only Gary
Paulsen could write such a wonderfully funny story of
friendship.
A thrilling mystery set against a stark landscape and the
inspiration of Nome's real-life dog hero, Balto. Twelveyear-old Tee has just moved to Nome, Alaska, with her
writer father and sullen little brother, Jack. Jack isn't
happy about the idea of living in the middle of nowhere,
but Tee and her dog Henry are thrilled -- so much open
space to run around and sniff! But on a walk near their
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new house, Henry spots something that has him
seriously spooked. Tee sees a mysterious shadow, and
it seems to be following them. Have they disturbed a
restless spirit? And what other secrets might this dark
place be holding?
In this retelling of the Indian fable, seven blind mice
discover different parts of an elephant and argue about
its appearance. This Caldecott Honor book is in a board
book format for the first time. Full color.
Thirteen-year-old Nikki Roberts tries to help two children
trapped by a forest fire but finds her efforts blocked by
poachers who want her to become one of the fire's
victims.
When Johanna shows up at the beginning of summer to
house-sit next door to Finn, he has no idea of the
profound effect she will have on his life by the time
summer vacation is over.
For a rugged outdoor man and his family, life in northern
Minnesota is a wild experience involving wolves, deer,
and the sled dogs that make their way of life possible.
Includes an account of the author's first Iditarod, a
dogsled race across Alaska.
Nuclear disaster and human vulnerability interweave in
the lives of four young people, an Ojibway Indian, an
illegal Mexican migrant worker, a rock musician, and a
sheep rancher's daughter with the lives of three veterans
of past wars. They are four different people with four
separate lives: Sue, a young woman distanced from her
native roots; David, a traveler in search of a dream;
Laura, a student seeking her parents' understanding;
and Peter, a rock star struggling to create the perfect
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sound. One looming fate threatens them all. And
everything they love may be taken away in one fleeting
second....
Super Smart Information Strategies: Go straight to the
Source provides students with practical information on
how to use primary sources. Readers are encouraged to
think critically as they conduct research, collaborate with
fellow students and present their findings in new and
different ways.
WHEN YOU GROW up in a small town in the north
woods, you have to make your own excitement. High
spirits, idiocy, and showing off for the girls inspire Gary
Paulsen and his friends to attempt: • Shooting waterfalls
in a barrel • The first skateboarding • Breaking the world
record for speed on skis by being towed behind a
souped-up car, and then . . . hitting gravel • Jumping
three barrels like motorcycle daredevil Evel Knievel,
except they only have bikes • Wrestling . . . a bear?
Extreme sports lead to extreme fun in new tales from
Gary’s boyhood. A New York Times Bestseller
Two boys, separated by the canyons of time and two
vastly different cultures, face the challenges by which
they will become men. Coyote Runs, an Apache boy,
takes part in his first raid. But he is to be a man for only a
short time. More than a hundred years later, while
camping near Dog Canyon, 15-year-old Brennan Cole
becomes obsessed with a skull that he finds, pierced by
a bullet. He learns that it is the skull of an Apache boy
executed by soldiers in 1864. A mystical link joins
Brennan and Coyote Runs, and Brennan knows that
neither boy will find peace until Coyote Runs' skull is
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carried back to an ancient sacred place. In a grueling
journey through the canyon to return the skull, Brennan
confronts the challenge of his life.
On a moonlit winter night, a team of dogs pulls a sled,
taking the narrator and readers on a wondrous ride
through the snow, into and out of the woods. It is a ride
you'll wish would never end. Through this exquisite prose
poem, Gary Paulsen shares the joy, the beauty, and the
grandeur of the outdoors. With his joyous text and Ruth
Wright Paulsen's exuberant and expressive illustrations,
Dogteam is a celebration of nature, a dance that invites
everyone to join in.
From his 1776 Pennsylvania homestead, thirteen-yearold Samuel, who is a highly-skilled woodsman, sets out
toward New York City to rescue his parents from the
band of British soldiers and Indians who kidnapped them
after slaughtering most of their community. Includes
historical notes.
Presents the story of a sled dog named Granite, who
became deathly ill, but recovered to become lead dog for
Susan Butcher as she raced the one-thousand-mile
Iditarod race in Alaska.
Ten true stories give accounts of American heroes
risking their lives while serving their country in the
Vietnam War during the 1960s and 1970s in a hostile
environment halfway across the world.
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